Plasmonic metasurfaces have recently attracted much attention because of their novel characteristics with respect to light polarization and wave front control on deep-subwavelength scales. The development of metasurfaces with reconfigurable optical responses is opening new opportunities in high-capacity communications, real-time holograms and adaptive optics. Such tunable devices have been developed in the mid-infrared spectral range and operated in light intensity modulation schemes. Here we present a novel optically reconfigurable hybrid metasurface that enables polarization tuning at optical frequencies. The functionality of tuning is realized by switching the coupling conditions between the plasmonic modes and the binary isomeric states of an ethyl red switching layer upon light stimulation. We achieved more than 20°nonlinear changes in the transmitted polarization azimuth using just 4 mW of switching light power. Such design schemes and principles could be easily applied to dynamically adjust the functionalities of other metasurfaces. Keywords: azo ethyl red; metasurfaces; nonlinear polarization modulation; photoisomerization; reconfigurable INTRODUCTION Metasurfaces, as two-dimensional equivalents of metamaterials, are ultrathin optical components consisting of artificially designed arrays of meta-atoms. Metasurfaces can impart control over the phase, polarization and local wave front of light at deep-subwavelength scales 1,2 . A plethora of progress has already been achieved in the development of metasurfaces, such as interfaces showing anomalous refraction or reflection 3-5 , the generation of vortex beams 6,7 , ultrathin metalenses 8-10 , novel quarter-wave plates 11, 12 , the optical spin-Hall effect 13, 14 , continuous harmonic nonlinearity phase control 15 and high resolution holograms [16] [17] [18] [19] . However, most of the reported metasurfaces are passive, that is, the functionalities are predefined after the fabrication process and cannot be reconfigured dynamically. Substantial efforts are now dedicated to exploring metasurfaces with tunable responses; such metasurfaces would enable unprecedented applications, such as high-capacity communications, dynamic beam shaping and real-time holograms. To date, a number of techniques for such tunable components have emerged based on thermal 20 , mechanical 21, 22 , optical 23 and electrical mechanisms [24] [25] [26] . Nevertheless, above tunable metasurfaces are conventionally operated in the midinfrared and THz spectral range and are based on light intensity modulation. Here we experimentally demonstrate a reconfigurable metasurface at optical wavelengths that exhibits tunable polarization behavior upon light stimulation. In our paradigm, we combine the metallic nanostructure layer with a switching layer, that is, a thin layer of photoisomerizable azo ethyl red, where the coupling between the resonant plasmonic modes and the switchable isomeric states of ethyl-
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Metasurfaces, as two-dimensional equivalents of metamaterials, are ultrathin optical components consisting of artificially designed arrays of meta-atoms. Metasurfaces can impart control over the phase, polarization and local wave front of light at deep-subwavelength scales 1, 2 . A plethora of progress has already been achieved in the development of metasurfaces, such as interfaces showing anomalous refraction or reflection [3] [4] [5] , the generation of vortex beams 6, 7 , ultrathin metalenses [8] [9] [10] , novel quarter-wave plates 11, 12 , the optical spin-Hall effect 13, 14 , continuous harmonic nonlinearity phase control 15 and high resolution holograms [16] [17] [18] [19] . However, most of the reported metasurfaces are passive, that is, the functionalities are predefined after the fabrication process and cannot be reconfigured dynamically. Substantial efforts are now dedicated to exploring metasurfaces with tunable responses; such metasurfaces would enable unprecedented applications, such as high-capacity communications, dynamic beam shaping and real-time holograms. To date, a number of techniques for such tunable components have emerged based on thermal 20 , mechanical 21, 22 , optical 23 and electrical mechanisms [24] [25] [26] . Nevertheless, above tunable metasurfaces are conventionally operated in the midinfrared and THz spectral range and are based on light intensity modulation. Here we experimentally demonstrate a reconfigurable metasurface at optical wavelengths that exhibits tunable polarization behavior upon light stimulation. In our paradigm, we combine the metallic nanostructure layer with a switching layer, that is, a thin layer of photoisomerizable azo ethyl red, where the coupling between the resonant plasmonic modes and the switchable isomeric states of ethylred polymer leads to more than 20°nonlinear optical polarization modulation under weak continuous wave (CW) switching laser excitation of just a few milliwatts. Such components open the gateway toward the creation of various photonic functions, including dynamic spatial light modulation, pulse shaping, subwavelength imaging or sensing, novel quantum optics devices and real-time holograms.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
The metasurface consists of a periodic array of L-shaped slits, each of which were cut via focused ion-beam milling through a 100-nm-thick gold film supported by a 500-μm-thick fused quartz substrate (as shown in Figure 1a ). The period of the metasurface lattice is 300 nm, with an entire array footprint of 50 × 50 μm 2 . To combine the metasurface with the switching layer, ethyl-red powder (TCI, Tokyo, Japan) was first dissolved in ethanol to produce a solution with a concentration of~18 wt-%. Next, the solution was mixed with polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA, Allresist GmbH, Strausberg, Germany) at a volume ratio (v/v) of 50%. The resulting polymer mixture was spin coated onto the metasurface (1500 rpm), forming añ 300-nm-thick layer. To investigate the polarization effects of the metasurface, a polarimeter consisting of a rotating super-achromatic quarter-wave plate and a Glan-Taylor calcite polarizer was used (see Supplementary Information) 27, 28 . In our experiment, the light beam was normally incident and polarized along the x direction; in this case, 30% of the light is transmitted through the sample (see Figure 1b , measured using a commercial microspectrophotometer (IdeaOptics Technologies, Shanghai, China)). 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The individual meta-atoms are chiral and anisotropic in geometry. Thus, a wave with initially linear polarization would become elliptically polarized, and its polarization azimuth rotates after passing through such a medium (as illustrated in Figure 1a ) 29, 30 . The polarization modifications to the incident light are characterized in terms of polarization azimuth rotation ϕ and ellipticity angle χ in the wavelength range of 700-950 nm, as shown in Figure 1c . We achieved an azimuth angle rotation ϕ as high as 40°(red in Figure 1c ) at 800 nm from the nanostructures, whose negative sign corresponds to the counter-clockwise rotation direction of the polarization azimuth as viewed by an observer looking into the beam. However, at the longer wavelengths, ϕ reverses to be positive and the azimuth rotates in the clockwise direction. In addition, the ellipticity angle χ (shown in blue) reaches~37°at 820 nm. Moreover, its positive signs in the studied wavelength range indicate the right-handed polarized feature of the transmitted light (the end of the electric field vector rotates clockwise around the polarization ellipse, as observed against the propagation direction, see Supplementary Information for more information about polarization). Our measured results (circles in Figure 1c ) could be well explained by the numerical simulations (solid curves in Figure 1c , and see Supplementary Information for more simulation details). Note that the metasurface exhibits a plasmonic absorption resonance at 800 nm, where the azimuth rotation is also largest. This result implies the underlying relationship between the polarization effects and plasmonic resonances in our structure.
The tuning over the polarization effects relies on the modulation of the coupling situations between the plasmonic modes and the isomeric ethyl-red polymers. In our experiment, this tuning is achieved by irradiating the nanostructure by green light (532 nm, y-polarized, generated from a semiconductor pumped solid-state CW laser). It is well known that the changes in the dielectric properties of ambient media could efficiently modify the plasmonic response of the coupled metallic nanostructures 31, 32 . In our configurations, under external optical stimuli, the photoactive azo molecule structures effectively convert from the trans state to the cis state (Figure 2b ). In addition, when the green light is blocked, the ethyl-red molecules return to its trans state through thermal relaxation in the dark. Such structural modifications result in changes of the molecular polarizability and finally change the refractive index of the polymer layer according to the Lorentz-Lorenz-condition 33, 34 . Hence, the plasmonic resonance and the resulting polarization effects of the hybrid metasurfaces are optically switched. In the experiment, the green light was 4 mW in power and was focused to a spot size of 9 μm in diameter, corresponding to an intensity of B 6.3 kW cm − 2 , which is sufficient to observe large nonlinear modifications to the transmitted signal light polarization states without damaging the device (the damage threshold was measured to be~9.5 kW cm − 2 ). As illustrated by Figure 2c , the most obvious effects of introducing control light are the dramatic blue shifts in the ϕ and χ curves corresponding to optically induced decreases in refractive index for cis-ethyl-red 33 (see Supplementary Information for simulation details). Because the refractive index change of the polymer layer is determined by the number of molecules that undergo structural modification, the polarization modulation magnitudes is adjustable by changing the power of the control light. The optically induced nonlinear changes in the polarization parameters (Δχ and Δϕ) for various green light power levels are shown in Figure 2d . The Δχ curves were found to exhibit pronounced peaks between 760 and 820 nm, implying an increase in transmitted ellipticity angle for increased control light intensity. However, the Δϕ curves exhibit peaks between 790 and 840 nm, leading to the smaller total azimuth rotation as the control light intensity increases. The Δχ and Δϕ at 790 and 820 nm, respectively, as a function of green light power are given in Figure 2e . Δχ and Δϕ achieve values of 16.7°and 23.2°, respectively, for 4 mW of green light excitation. These numbers are more than one order-of-magnitude larger than the previously reported nonlinear extrinsic optical activity effects from split-ring metamaterials (only~1°nonlinear polarization changes under~1 GW cm − 2 excitation) 35 . More importantly, rather than the self-nonlinear polarization action of one single beam 35 , the device shown here demonstrates inter-beam polarization control by one beam over another, which is technically essential for realizing alloptical modulator or switching. Furthermore, in this case, the control light could be from a low-power CW laser rather than an ultrashort laser pulse. These features would make the device much more convenient to implement in real applications.
To characterize the temporal properties of the tunable polarization effects, the green light (4 mW) was mechanically chopped, thereby causing dynamic refractive index changes in the polymer layer and resulting in dynamic modulations over the signal light. The signal light was chosen at 820 nm, where the nonlinear change of azimuth rotation is large. To achieve the rise/fall edge that is as short as possible in the modulated control light (measured as o12 μs between 10% and 90% amplitudes), the chopper blade was placed near a focal point of the green beam. The quarter-wave plate and Glan-Taylor prism were properly orientated to obtain extinction of the transmitted signal light initially. Thus, any modulations in polarization states were converted into the modulations of light intensity that leaked from the polarimeter and were monitored by the oscilloscope. In this manner, we technically built an intensity modulator based on our tunable metasurface that can be used in an optical display or a data encoder in a telecommunication system. Figure 3 shows the dynamic response of the signal light under different modulating frequencies. The horizontal dashed lines show the background level of the signal before green light excitation. Under excitation of the control light, the output signals increased from a very low level to a stable level. Next, when the chopper blade obstructed the control beam, the output signals started to decay. The modulation depth reaches~80% at 6 Hz. Using the biexponential fitting 36 , the rise and decay rates of fast (and slow) components are~0.8 (and 14.7) and 0.3 (and 40.2) ms, respectively. For higher modulation frequency, the modulation depth decreases gradually, reducing to~53% and 25% at 25 and 100 Hz, respectively. Considering the transmission of the signal light is a transient process, the ultimate speed of our polarization modulation is limited by both the isomerization and structural recovery times of the polymer. Such processes are not 'fast' switches compared with the commercial electro-optical modulations (normally on the level of several nanoseconds). However, the response time could be further reduced by using a dual-beam pump scheme 37 or by replacing the switching layer with materials of faster nonlinear responses, such as semiconducting materials 38, 39 or chalcogenide phase-change media 40 .
It may be expected that the operating wavelength range of our hybrid plasmonic polarization modulation frameworks could be flexibly tuned by simple adjustment of geometric dimensions of the metasurface. By shifting the spectral range to shorter wavelengths for RGB primary colors, the metasurface will be very useful in novel alloptical display devices. Moreover, by tuning the signal light wavelength to the telecommunications wavelength band, such devices could function as data encoders for interconnecting visible light communication systems and fiber telecommunication systems without any optoelectronic conversions. Note that for thin ethyl-red polymer films, their optical performances could be degraded by phase separation and micro-crystallization inside the film 41 or surface contamination caused by dust in air. An extra protection layer or covalent bonding of the azo moiety to the host polymer matrix 41 could extend the lifetime of the whole device; a longer lifetime is useful in real applications.
CONCLUSION
In conclusion, we demonstrated a novel platform for creating dynamically reconfigurable optical devices that can achieve alloptical polarization control under weak optical excitation at optical frequencies. Our results could lead to breakthroughs in applications such as highly compact polarization (or intensity) modulating elements for optical computing/communications, novel optical display devices and encoders for quantum information processing by eliminating optoelectronic conversions and markedly reducing the size of the polarization modulation architectures. Furthermore, such modulation principles and schemes could be extended and applied to tune other metasurface functionalities, thereby creating various photonic functions such as dynamic spatial light modulation, pulse shaping, subwavelength imaging or sensing, novel quantum optics and realtime holograms.
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